
Application for award of the title of FIDE Arbiter FA2

The ________________________ federation herewith applies for the title of FIDE Arbiter for

Last Name: First Name:

FIDE ID Number: Federation:

The  candidate  possesses  a  sufficient  knowledge  of  the  Laws  of  Chess  and  other  FIDE
regulations to be observed in chess competitions at the level required of the FIDE Arbiter.

He (She) speaks at least one of the following languages (please tick the appropriate boxes):
☐English
☐Arabic ☐French ☐German ☐Portuguese ☐Russian ☐Spanish

The candidate has successfully passed an exam during a FIDE Arbiter Seminar.

FIDE Arbiter Seminar:

Organizing Federation: Dates:

The candidate has worked as an Arbiter in the following three competitions (which must be of
at least of two different systems).

1. Event:

Tournament link* (or FRS event code):

System**: ☐SS  ☐RR  ☐DR  ☐KO  ☐Other  ☐TM Exception if any***:

2. Event:

Tournament link* (or FRS event code):

System**: ☐SS  ☐RR  ☐DR  ☐KO  ☐Other  ☐TM Exception if any***:

3. Event:

Tournament link* (or FRS event code):

System**: ☐SS  ☐RR  ☐DR  ☐KO  ☐Other  ☐TM Exception if any***:

In his (her) activity as an Arbiter s/he has shown at all times absolute objectivity.

This application must be submitted not later than the second FIDE Congress after the date of
the latest event listed.
The undersigned encloses for  each competition a FIDE Arbiter  Norm Report  Form (FA1)
signed in accordance with the published FIDE Arbiters’ Title regulations.

Name of Federation official _______________________________ Date_________________

Signature_______________ 

PRIVACY NOTICE: this form contains personal data, please check FIDE Privacy policy at www.fide.com/privacy
* When an event is split into several tournaments, please specify the scope of responsibility for the applicant (this may also be done by giving the full list
of links from the FIDE Rating Server - FRS).
** Systems are: Swiss System (SS), Round Robin (RR), Double Round Robin (DR), KnockOut (KO), Other and Teams (TM). For Teams select one other
appropriate box to fully characterise the event.
*** When using a tournament norm which is acceptable thanks to an exception in the regulations, please give the reference to the corresponding article.


